Scosche gm3000

This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. The GM General Motors
Interface allows you to retain existing safety features, warning indicators and other functionality
when upgrading to an aftermarket radio. GM preserves a healthy status in internal diagnostics
by sending the proper data commands to your vehicle's ECM Electronics Control Module. We
also sell complete install packages radios, speakers, etc. NOTE: We advise that you retain all
factory screws or other fasteners when removing the factory radio as these may be needed
when installing your new aftermarket stereo system. Depending upon vehicle configuration
other fasteners may be required. Volunteer Audio has been a family owned and operated,
car-audio-installation and retail business since Also, we have been a top-rated eBay seller since
We guarantee you can feel secure in your purchase! We are Authorized On-Line Retailers for the
brands we sell. You are protected from receiving grey-market, damaged, or altered products
that may be available at other stores or websites. Thanks to our loyal customers, business has
grown! In the car audio brands we carry, we have become the largest eBay seller in the South
East region! In addition to our experienced sales and customer service team, Volunteer Audio
has MECP Mobile Electronics Certified Professional technicians and installers on staff to assist
you with technical questions. If for some reason you aren't happy with an item you purchased
and want to return it, we make returns, refunds, and exchanges easy. Any complete, like-new
item returned within 60 days may be returned for a full refund less our shipping costs. NOTE:
Returns eligible for shipping reimbursement will only be compensated up to the amount of
standard rates. Volunteer Audio will not reimburse the cost of any express mail or parcel
service. You must contact Volunteer Tech Support for authorization before returning any
defective items. Defective or damaged items may be replaced or refunded. If you receive a small
broken part we will require a picture of the damage prior to shipping a replacement. If you
receive a defective electronic item it will have to be returned to us prior to sending the
replacement. Within 60 days of purchase, we will pay shipping costs to send a replacement item
to you. After 60 days , we warranty the item for up to 1 year. Buyer will pay all shipping costs
from days 61â€” All returned items must include the original packaging and all contents
packaging material, adapters, harnesses, manuals, etc. If returned items are not in like-new
condition, Volunteer Audio reserves the right to refuse a return, or charge a restocking fee.
Items not in like-new condition, including but not limited to: items missing original product
packaging, used items, installed items, abused or physically damaged items, items missing
parts, damaged packaging and items damaged due to improper return packaging, and items
with a different or defaced serial number. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
volaudio. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in
new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information volaudio Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out
as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Shipping help - opens a
layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs processing depending on the
item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page
on international trade. Item location:. Oliver Springs, Tennessee, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated
between Fri. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling
time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping
service selected and receipt of cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times
may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for
your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We

were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with
this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This
part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching
this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have
been provided by volaudio. Product Image. Product Description The GM General Motors
Interface allows you to retain existing safety features, warning indicators and other functionality
when upgrading to an aftermarket radio. Notes We also sell complete install packages radios,
speakers, etc. Volunteer Audio Welcome to our eBay store! Thanks for shopping with us!
Payment Procedure After adding all your items to the eBay cart and verifying your order, or
after clicking the Buy It Now button click the Checkout button to be taken to our secure
checkout system. Pay for your purchase using your PayPal account. You will receive a
confirmation message to your eBay account and also to your email address. If paying by the
e-check option, please keep in mind that it can take 4 â€”10 business days to clear. We ship
only to the address provided on your PayPal account. Sales Tax For shipments to Tennessee
addresses, we are required by State law to collect 9. The choice of shipping service depends
upon the weight of the item. We strive to ship out all orders within 24 â€” 48 hours Monday â€”
Friday of the transaction being completed. You have the option to upgrade the shipping method
if you choose. If you choose First-Class Mail the least expensive it may take up to 60 business
days and possibly longer for the item to be delivered. There is no tracking service provided for
First-Class international shipments; there is only a customs number that informs when the item
leaves the United States. Please Note! Kentucky will appear on your shipping labels. There will
be two tracking numbers provided: 1. Domestic Tracking number and 2. We will be happy to
answer your questions or help you get the right part the first time. Shipping and handling. This
item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost
cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 10 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Estimated between Wed. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Feedback on volaudio from others who bought this item. Positive feedback. Thank
you so much. Extremely helpful and available. Tech support is top class. Ratings and Reviews
Write a review. Most relevant reviews. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Quick Links.
In-dash multi-purpose kit for subaru vehicles 2 pages. Hands-free bluetooth interface for select
up select toyota, scion, lexus vehicles 12 pages. Hands-free bluetooth interface for select up
select class 2 gm vehicles 12 pages. Iso double din installation kit for up ford transit 2 pages.
In-dash installation kit for general motors vehicles 26 pages. In-dash stereo installation kit for
up chevrolet camaro with touch-screen interface 12 pages. Page 3: Wiring Diagram Wiring
Diagram 1. The antennas have been calibrated for The Dome Light Rearm option is to simulate
Opening the door and pressing the factory lock button for factory arming. Wait a few seconds,
and the parking lights will flash the number of times corresponding to the option number you
are about to modify. If the number of times the lights flash does not correspond with the option
you want to change, wait a few Factory Default Optional Programming Page 6 Panic Mode
Anti-Jacking Mode Turbo mode requires the connection of the emergency brake wire for either
automatic or manual transmission vehicles. With this mode, engine will Button IV for 2 seconds
IV for 2 seconds continue running for two minutes after key is turned off if the emergency 1.
Page 7: Diagnosing Problems With Auto-Start Diagnosing Problems with Auto-Start If you take
the Channel Expander option of , the Passive setting of the If there is a problem in auto-starting
your car, you will hear three chirps when remote will change the button functions to operate of
the Channel Expander. Page 8 Page 14 Page Print page 1 Print document 8 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is
found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in
non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional
description. Replaced two PAC units that would not work with the steering wheel controls and
Android radios. These were easy to hook up and worked well. Did not retain OnStar but I don't

use it anyway. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: New. Works Great Great Product. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: Pre-owned. Skip to main content. About this product. Make an offer:.
Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. See details for delivery
est. Condition is "New". See all 2 brand new listings. Buy It Now. Add to cart. Show More Show
Less. Any Condition Any Condition. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews
See all 8 reviews. Great with Android radios Replaced two PAC units that would not work with
the steering wheel controls and Android radios. Great products easy to install Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: New. Best Selling in Wire Harnesses See all. Wire Harness for Pioneer
Avh-pbh Avhpbh 4. Save on Wire Harnesses Trending price is based on prices over last 90
days. You may also like. Scosche Stereo Headphones. Vintage Stereo Receivers. Your question
might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please
make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. We know how
you feel about your vehicle, so we will not design, engineer or deliver a product that does not
meet our extremely high standards. When you purchase a Scosche installation accessory, we
have you covered. We offer Lifetime Tech support which means our knowledgeable tech team is
available to answer any product questions you may have for as long as you own the product.
We are so confident in our product quality that we back all Scosche 12V installation accessories
with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable. We don't know
when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Scosche Store. Customers also viewed these
products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Item Weight 12 ounces
Product Dimensions 9. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. This harness is missing two wires needed for the Pontiac G5 steering wheel controls.
Fortunately, you don't need the pin adapter that comes with it, so you can steal two of the wires
from that they're not the same, but it works. One person found this helpful. It worked perfectly
to restore the chimes back to the car. I first installed the radio with a standard cheap GM
harness. All the chimes quit working. This unit brought them all back to life. I would give it 5
stars except there was a wire missing off the harness. The directions from Scosche talked about
a blue wire to the amplifier. There was no blue wire on the harness. I installed without hooking
up the blue wire since it didn't exist on the harness and the radio wouldn't play any sound. I
took the blue wire off my old harness and installed in the the vacant slot on this harness. I'm
sure different vehicles use different wires. The HHR has an amplifier located in the door that
must have power for the speakers to work. B B wanted Way to go Amazon for not overcharging
people for a little plastic box and some wires. The purchase and delivery thru Amazon was
perfect. If you need a harness like this to keep the cars chimes working this is the one to get.
This is not for all Saturn Sky cars. The Amazon site said it worked for Saturn Sky but did not
take into account the Monsoon vs. This did not work with my Saturn Sky if you have the sub
woofer you can not use this product. Great plug and play harness. Once installed, I noticed the
plastic case is a little thin and resonates when the chime volume is set to high. I placed a few
pieces of dynamat around the case and seemed to fix the problem. There was also a relay
included with the interface but no pigtail. This relay is required when connecting things that
exceed the ACC, 12v Overall it is a good kit and turn signal chimes sound even better than
stock. Luckily, the company had a "used" one that was advertised on Amazon, which I believe
was about one-third off. When I received it, I;d never have known it was used. It installed and
made my radio run perfectly! So I am grateful to the company, and to Amazon. This item is
exactly what i wanted and needed it is in good shape and the quality for used is awesome it is
already installed in my car and in perfect working order. I bought this as it said it was in like new
condition Pretty much butchered See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: gm connector , gm radio , gm wiring harness , stereo for g6 , gm electrical
connectors. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology

Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. We know how you
feel about your vehicle, so we will not design, engineer or deliver a product that does not meet
our extremely high standards. When you purchase a Scosche installation accessory, we have
you covered. We offer Lifetime Tech support which means our knowledgeable tech team is
available to answer any product questions you may have for as long as you own the product.
We are so confident in our product quality that we back all Scosche 12V installation accessories
with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason
in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return
the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery:
Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest
delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 13 hrs and 19 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the
Scosche Store. Product Packaging: Standard Packaging. Consider this Amazon's Choice
product that delivers quickly. Amazon's Choice. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed
this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Item
Weight 3. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Important information Legal Disclaimer
Warranty does not cover misuse of product. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Not to mention the extra ground wire and the six mute wires. Other than
that good product. No problems with conductivity and fits great. You will probably need to do
some cutting to your dash to make up for the bulkiness of this conversion. The one I've
received does not seem like the wires are correct and I've yet to complete my project like I've
hoped. The connection of the harness to my car is valid. But unfortunately not the wiring to
match for my aftermarket radio. Didn't work perfect the red switched ignition cable would turn
on the radio so I tied it into the cars lights aka orange cable and it works, not sure if it's this
piece fault or factory plug. I'm going to check with a multimeter later to figure out. My radio is
working though. Well, it did fit perfectly but it needed to have the red power wire re-routed to an
ignition switch wire with power when key is on or the radio would not work. Not a big deal but
still took time to rewire correctly. Haven't installed it in my GF's car, and I've had it for about 4
months now. She might be my soon to be ex-GF, because she's forgot I even made plans to
install a new radio in her car all together! Fit perfect on a buick la sabre. Worked as expected.
See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. My Hubby says.. Report abuse. What other
items do customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: car wires , gm
audi a3 brake discs
six step troubleshooting process
ford f 150 ecoboost oil change
car , buick park avenue , radio cars , stereo wires , ignition harness. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime.
Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn More. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it

a second life.

